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ive written things before this in the natural vacuum that is the
artificial hermetic closet that literature has been in for some time
and the problem for me is in the closet confronting a typewriter
and no person so that for me literature defined as literature has no
urgency it has no need of address
David Antin, tuning

Close Listening
is paper combines two modes of writing—the expository and the dialogical—in an attempt to excavate criticism from “the artificial hermetic
closet” where it, too, has been stuck “for some time.”¹ e essay’s latter
half thus consists of an excerpted conversation “about” David Antin.² Our
 Previous poets and critics have likewise responded to David Antin’s work without

providing any constrictive analysis “of” it. Scholar George Leonard, for example,
has transcribed a taped interview “about [Antin’s] work and goals, which lasted
five full days” (Leonard ). More recently, poet Charles Bernstein has invited
Antin to participate in a four-month email correspondence, the contents of
which have been gathered into A Conversation with David Antin.
 Sharing Antin’s frustration with detached, solitary analysis, the authors of this
present piece recorded forty-five-minute conversations for thirty straight days
in New York City.
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hope is that this talk embodies much of what we value in Antin’s work: its
defiance of genre, its immediacy of address, its adoption and extension of
the vernacular, its humour.
But before presenting our own dialogue, we wish to briefly examine the
current discourse concerning Antin’s talk-poems (a discourse enhanced,
in recent years, by the expanded distribution of Antin recordings via the
internet). After offering more general remarks, we will focus on a particular printed text (“i never knew what time it was”), while also paying
close attention to the PennSound audio record. Audio records of Antin’s
talk-poems, we will argue, provide an especially revealing sense of the
poet at work. For even though, as critic Henry Sayre writes, “[T]he lack
of punctuation and capitalization in the [typed] talk-poems require such
a heightened attention level of the reader that something like a sense of
presence is reestablished in the text,” Antin’s published pieces have been
thoroughly revised, in some cases significantly expanded (Sayre ). A
comprehensive engagement with Antin’s output thus requires (in Charles
Bernstein’s phrase) “close listening”—in addition to traditional close reading.

Active inking

When Antin steps out of his closet and enters a lecture hall, what does he
want to tell the audience? Or, more properly speaking, what does he hope
to create with them? In a  letter to boundary  editor William Spanos,
Antin writes: “i am a poet—a man talking in a way that makes things happen that i like to call thinking into and among important things” (“A Correspondence” ). Around this time, Antin offers a related description of
his work, suggesting that it is “no longer so clearly a poem a criticism
an investigation but somehow lying between them or on their borders”
(talking
talking ). ese passages provide crucial insight into the talk-poems:
we learn that talk-poems constitute events, that these events involve active
thinking; we note that thinking defies conventional genres, occurring “on
thinking
their borders.” In his own words, Antin thinks “by any means” available
to him ((A Conversation ).
e talk-poems blend genres—or, rather, demonstrate a distaste for
genre, as well as for traditional demonstrations of poetic “technique.” Being
a poet does not amount to mastering meter and constructing precious
objects. To be a poet—and this is a recurrent theme for Antin—is to go on
a way of language. Similar to Heidegger, who thinks of mindful writing in
terms of way-making, Antin conceives of talking as taking a walk: “I can
imagine my impulse to speak, to move through language to some formula | Cotner and Fitch

tion, to some new place as being like a kind of walk” (“A Correspondence”
). “Heavy” lyricism and dense versification are among the first items
abandoned on this decisive return to nomadic talking. Antin’s agile pursuit
of the present of thinking overcomes any anxiety that his work should fit
pre-existent categories.

Vernacular Address

Improvisation grants Antin access to the present: the moment in which
thinking occurs. Near the beginning of a talk-poem performed at ’s
Los Angeles Bookfair (“how long is the present”), for example, the poet
wonders if he should just read from talking at the boundaries. Yet he
decides not to, noting that: “in looking at my own book [...] my sense
of the present disintegrates for me [...] and i have a taste for the present”
(tuning ). At any given performance, “the present” refers not only to
external circumstances (audience, location, time of day); it also includes
the thoughts and questions that preoccupy the speaker. Were he to read a
pre-existent poem, Antin would leave behind those contingent thoughts
and questions of his present moment.
Antin’s published thoughts lack performative urgency. But during the
talk-poems, Antin must “live with whatever abilities and resources [he]
bring[s] to the occasion” ((A Conversation ). Aware of this fleeting opportunity to engage his listeners, the poet often tries to determine who they
are before he begins talking. Reflecting on the preparations for “talking
at pomona,” he writes, “I had no idea where these kids at a small private
college in San Fernando Valley were coming from[.…] So I arranged to
go up there early, do some studio visits and generally hang out with them
during the afternoon” ((A Conversation ). Antin spoke that night.
It would be mistaken, then, to describe the poet’s talks as mere performances. For Antin seeks to “tune” with us. George Leonard discusses
this experience of tuning—toward which the talk-poems aim: “Typically
[the talk] takes an unexpected turn, there is a revelation and, in the ‘Aha!’
experience which spreads across the room, all instruments are in tune: a
moment of agreement and communion” (Leonard ). Yet, while appreciating Leonard’s palpable description, we believe that it understates a
fundamental point. Tuning occurs throughout any particular talk-poem.
Attentive listener (as much as affable speaker), Antin remains acutely
aware of his talking as he talks: directing discourse along paths pertinent
both to himself and to his audience.
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Form-as-Tuning
PennSound’s audio records of Antin’s talk-poems depict the improviser
at work. Listening to “i never knew what time it was,” we hear how Antin
grounds this talk in impromptu address, in the event of its performance.
e poet provokes loud laughter, for example, when he says that “one of
the things i know best about eleanor [his wife] is her peculiar relationship to time” (i never knew ). is laughter, in turn, prompts Antin to
add: “its a very peculiar relationship i have the sense that eleanor
always believes theres much more time than anyone else would believe”
(i never knew ). ese words appear at the beginning of the piece, and
Antin addresses them specifically to Eleanor and her friends, who sit in the
audience (and whose laughter signifies a desire to hear the poet develop
what might otherwise seem a trite, sexist remark).
Later, discussing his childhood in Brooklyn, Antin recalls the difficulties he had as a five year old: “you cant drink coffee or they wont let
you i actually had an aunt who snuck me coffee” (i never knew ). Once
again laughter swells, to which Antin responds: “and it was like being
free for a minute she was my favourite aunt i lived with her and my
grandmother” (i never knew ). Hearing laughter, Antin senses that the
audience wants to learn more about this aunt who snuck him coffee, so he
extends his narrative (here the audience helps direct Antin’s talk).
A parallel type of tuning hinges upon Antin’s ability to theorize in
the vernacular. roughout his piece, Antin explores abstract questions
concerning the passage of time yet conducts these inquiries in a highly
accessible, vernacular mode. e specific metaphors used to examine these
issues—a carousel, an escalator—come from daily life.
Still, the poet’s elaboration of this carousel image soon gets puzzling.
You can hear it in his voice as his momentum wanes. e audience sits
quiet until Antin, putting aside the carousel analogy, describes an escalator—a re-attunement that yields immediate success. Laughter builds as
the poet evokes human beings running backward on this escalator: desperately attempting to avoid the top. Rising itself, now, Antin’s voice briefly
embodies the frenzy of our condition: “so what you do is run backwards
youre busy running backwards its very busy running backwards as you
keep running in order not to get to the top of the escalator” (i never knew
). Soon enough, however, Antin will dilate the diphthong in “around,”
reporting that the escalator goes “around and around and around” (the
transcribed text could read “arooound and arooound and arooound”),
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thereby aestheticizing and accommodating time’s stubborn periodicity (i
never knew ). Poetic communion, this piece suggests, demands shared
temporal continuity.

Dialogical Criticism

Having outlined the talk-poem’s predominant characteristics, we now offer
a dialogical exercise that features the genre crossing, context addressing,
and interpersonal tuning discussed above. Here, the two of us met simply to talk, but a stray comment forced us to reflect upon the difference
between story and narrative, and from there we had to step back—to ask
how it becomes possible to tell narratives about experience (or to have
experience) in the first place.
More important than any “content” in this exercise is the continuous
tuning that underlies it (reflected in our preservation of stutters and interruptions). us this piece professes two aims: to talk “about” Antin, but
also to refract and restage the double-consciousness implicit in performative speech. For in dialogue—even more dramatically than in Antin’s
mode of empathetic monologue—listeners act, of course, as speakers.
Due to spatial constraints, we present a twenty-minute excerpt from
a forty-five-minute talk. e accompanying  track  contains the first
nine minutes from that conversation, which lead into the excerpt printed
below.

: p.m. Wednesday,  January
Recorded in a New York City café
A Yes I’m a little ill as well. I found it hard to, not to reflect, but to get
anywhere with reflection today. Kristin asked questions about my childhood, about the period in which my parents divorced: time I don’t really
remember. I filled her in as best I could but after lunch she said she knew
no more than she had to begin with.
J at could be a compliment.
A It could be a …
J I remember, in Bolinas Journal, Joe Brainard says that the more you get
to know Bobbie Creeley the less you know about her, which I thought
suggested depth of character.
A It can. Kristin speculated on differences in how men and women communicate. is could also be part as an um huge generality—that I wasn’t
provoking an empathetic bond but simply delivering empirical fact.
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J Well if you think about it, it’s what David Antin has to say about the
difference between story and narrative.
A Right, which always sounds so murky. Today I read “tuning,” a piece I
like very much, but my attention spreads across the room when anyone
discusses narrative theory.
J In one place he does give a lucid distinction between the terms.
A And I in no mean, in no way mean to slight him.
J Oh, I know.
A He’s great.
J Oh I know. All I’m saying is that in one place (he hints at this in the
Santa Barbara talk called “Dialogue”) a story gets characterized as a list
of empirical facts ...
A Right.
J while a narrative recreates an experience, so the listener feels an
empathic connection …
A And ...
J to it. And I thought Antin’s distinction was relevant to this talk you had
with Kristin. I mean maybe she would say that you were telling a story
when what she wanted was narrative.
A Yeah it’s true, and the the type of person who can tell a narrative is
someone I haven’t wanted to be for years. I prefer to combine disparate
fact, to not carry—this is what I said to her: it might seem like part of me
isn’t expressed, but I feel I don’t carry around reflective presence in that
way. I prefer a transitori … a mobility to that sort of coherence. [Pause]
Um I did enjoy, in Antin’s piece, how eventually he used the word “blue”
a lot, just as things got dense and theoretical.
J Blue?
A Blue came up and then whole lists of colours. I would guess that, in
hearing the talk, I’d stay satisfied and aware and maybe remember colour
streams. at would be enough.
J Would would, right. Yeah I think I portrayed Antin’s story/narrative
distinction properly, or did I switch the two terms?
A No I don’t think you switched them. I believe narrative gets presented
as as the core of the shell that becomes the story, that narrative is the basis
from which, you know, a momentary telling of the story takes shape. I
think you got it right.
J OK, while …
A “Tuning” outlines the structure of Chomskian linguistics, with Antin
suggesting this theory in no way accounts for how any one person under-
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stands what’s being said: that there’s something beyond the material fact
of language …
J Right.
A and I believe it’s that other thing, that component of understanding not
represented by words but but embodied in living people which …
J Yeah …
A shapes what he calls narrative.
J He says that it stands behind language but makes language possible
and …
A ough he distrusts the idea of “behind,” of depth, of …
J Right.
A He’s thinking of Wittgenstein.
J Right, and perhaps Husserl. Husserl is likewise skeptical of depth (but
some argue that he verges on mysticism when he brings up intentionality).
I think Antin’s been influenced by Husserl.
A I remember discussing Husserl’s intentionality the night we saw thousands of Hasid boys dance on choir rafters in Williamsburg, and being
disappointed by what Husserl meant though um, I don’t remember what
it was. But much like the legal-law, the legal-law connection, do you know
about this, that among literary—I I’m sorry, I meant the literature-law
connection—that among literary scholars there’s a movement in which
you study the law, and among lawyers you study texts? I’d always conceived of it as Nietzschean, as referring back to code, to writing as a form
of memory, to our sense of coherent identity emerging out of the debts
we owe others. Really it’s just about, you know what Shakespeare meant
when he made a lawyer joke. It’s very boring. And Husserl’s theory of
intentionality somehow recalled …
J Well …
A Or it seemed in your telling …
J Well he …
A too obvious. A rip-off.
J Well he he wants to be obvious, because he’s not wanting to get metaphysical or to build Kantian ... he doesn’t want to elaborate concepts.
A But doesn’t he—he talks about the life force.
J Life-world.
A Life-world: that seemed like a metaphysical concept.
J Um, I think all he wants to say with these terms “intentionality” and
“life-world” is that when we look at an object …
A Oh yeah. OK, go ahead.
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J something in us organizes perceptions. Each time I glance at this cup of
rooibos tea, though I see just portions of the cup, though I look at it from
just one angle, I perceive an entire cup. Similarly, if I were to rise from
the table and look straight down at the cup and inspect its lid, I wouldn’t
think I was seeing a different object. I’d think Oh yes, this is the same cup.
But of course these thoughts are lightning fast and …
A Wait, hold, this is where problems start. I believe that what you’re calling “this object the cup” is itself a cultural construct, is is bound to your
recollection of how we’ve been told to think about cups. Does the cup
include the cardboard holder that prevents us from burning our fingertips? Does …
J Well, well …
A does the cup include the colour ...
J Well, Husserl …
A of the cup? e dye? Or is there something else that is “the cup”?
J Well Husserl …
A Is the air inside it the cup or not?
J Husserl would say those kinds of questions don’t need to be addressed,
since the meaning of cup comes from our life-world.
A Right. is is …
J It’s it’s …
A where it gets metaphysical.
J Well no, he’s wanting to boil down …
A Does he mean our specific cultural milieu?
J Yeah. e use of the cup. Right exactly. How we treat it in society. And
though he never read Wittgenstein as far as I know, I can imagine him
saying, as Wittgenstein does, that a society could worship cups. A cup
could be treated as a religious object. And there the meaning of cups
would change. It wouldn’t be nearly as utilitarian as it is in our life-world.
When I say I see …
A What what …
J When I say I see the cup, I see a cardboard container that holds my
tea.
A But when, when you say “our” life-world—it seems there is no cultural
homogeneity that would allow us to speak of “our life-world.”
J Well, well I think both Husserl and Wittgenstein would say that argument is unnecessarily skeptical, that we know what things are from the
uses to which we put them: we know their meanings by how we talk in
daily speech.
A e difference …
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J For instance, we don’t ordinarily think about air inside cups as belonging
to cups. We treat cups as things to be filled.
A One difference is that, as an aphoristic writer, Wittgenstein sketches
our coming to consciousness, or our perception of what we call objects,
before this solidifies into any abstract concept he could then employ. But
I don’t find that to be the case with Husserl.
J Wait, say that again. You may want to redirect your breath cause I’m, I
think I’m thinking of germs.
A We’ll both speak straight ahead.
J OK.
A I was saying I can see …
J Andy’s repeating what he just said.
A I can see that in Wittgenstein’s writing. I just don’t find it in Husserl’s.
Husserl develops a much more lengthy and systematic argument, which
involves a degree of abstraction not present in Wittgenstein, so that …
J Yeah.
A a deft formulation of utilitarian principles may be something we take
away from Husserl, as our understanding of what Husserl says, but I’ve
never seen it in the writing itself.
J It’s only in the later work—the last work in fact. Again, I’m not an expert
on on Husserl. I know much more about Witt Wittgenstein. But his, in his
last work he introduces this …
A Is this e Science …
J Yeah, Transcen, yeah ah Transcendent, or what’s it called the um Crisis
in the European Sciences and …
A Right.
J Transcendental Phenomenology. In this last book he comes down to
earth, though critics still complain he gets far too metaphysical thinking
about a faculty behind language, behind perceptions, something which
allows us to speak of objects in the world. But again I think he’s attacked
without adequate reason, because there are commonsense proofs for what
he has to say. All we have to do is consider what’s involved in describing
this room. Something besides um impulses hitting our retina allows us
to form an idea of it.
A Wait. Grammar ...
J In other words we, we’re in this world confident there are such things
as objects.
A I I guess, in terms of what you keep calling …
J I reach toward the cup and don’t think Maybe it will vanish this time; I
hope it doesn’t vanish; I hope I can touch it and bring it to my lips.
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A Right, though Wittgenstein would be the example of radical doubt in
which that possibility’s …
J Well Wittg …
A Wittgenstein may wake up and think he’s in his room but no longer be
in England.
J Sure he opens up that scenario in some sense, but I think he emphasizes
the impossibility of believing anything so at odds with his world view, or
world-picture as he calls it in On Certainty. And the concept world-picture is very much like Husserl’s life-world. In other words, when when it
comes to fundamental beliefs, such as knowing where we are in space (in
England, not the stratosphere), or other examples, such as knowing our
names, knowing …
A at there’s a brain inside our heads.
J knowing there’s a brain in our heads, and so on, Witt Witt Wittgenstein
feels bound to his world view and notes the impossibility of ever believing … notes notes the impossibility of ever agreeing with two world views
which conflict. I mean there’s the notion in Wittgenstein that, by virtue of
being who we are, our horizon is bound; it’s not limitless.
A But what about Wittgenstein the writer? I sense in some of his books,
and I never know if I should or not, a comic pathos let’s say—in the wacky
tone, the off beat examples, that makes me think he’s not proving it impossible to conceive this boundless life, but suggesting it’s impractical given
human limitations.
J Right.
A ere’s there’s creatureliness in Wittgenstein. Now that’s what I don’t
detect in Husserl’s writing, ever. So that while it makes sense to adopt a
utilitarian argument for the world as we construe it to be considered the
real world, I find that there’s (though I haven’t looked at the last book)
always a qualitative jump in which Husserl moves [Cough] beyond socalled commonsense understanding …
J Yeah. Yeah.
A beyond the vernacular explanation—which Wittgenstein can still provide, however hermetic people think his ...
J Yeah all yeah all my remarks on Husserl are based on his last work.
Before then he sought a systematic approach. But in the Crisis he says
that for once he’s going to “zigzag,” since that’s how human minds move.
And all I’m …
A Is the tone different? Is the form different?
J It’s written, it’s composed of short sections.
A OK.
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J e only reason I brought up Husserl is to say his concern matches
Wittgenstein’s. He wants to slow down time and observe what goes into
observing the world. And I find that Antin holds this in common with
his philosophical …
A Sure.
J predecessors. at’s what I like so much. I think this is why Marjorie
Perloff says he’s an expert at defamiliarization, because he’s confronting
us with what it means to forget and then remember something, or what
it means …
A What it means to understand something at all: to grasp something, to
conceive of ...
J What it means—right, what it means to tell a story, how a narrative
unfolds, if it pre-exists in our mind or if we put it together word by word.
He doesn’t know if it’s like a scroll or if it gets patched together as we go
along, and these are really important questions. And in bringing out our
uncertainty on these most basic issues, I I I think that, like Wittgenstein
or Husserl, he’s he’s wanting to say that by and large we remain ignorant
beings, and that we tell each other narratives, stories and narratives, without knowing how we have these capacities; that we live largely in the, in the
dark. I think that for Antin as for Wittgenstein (and I’m not so sure about
Husserl) this insight serves as transition from philosophy to poetry.
A Right of course. I especially like the erratic gaps in Antin’s printing of
his works, formatting of his works. I assume a breath pause is taking place.
But I’m happy to not really know why those spaces …
J Right.
A are there. ey’re not … there’s no precise logic to them, so that they
seem to be part of a temporal rather than analytic experience. It reminds
me very much of Alice Notley’s Descent of Alette—have you read this? e
book I gave you years ago?
J You you gave …
A She puts quotation marks around everything.
J Yeah. You gave it to me last Christmas and it’s in my top five, but unfortunately it has not been the book on my desk.
A One of the the best. But again, with her use of quotation marks and
breath-like spacing (without the whole convention of a poetry that depicts
human breath and takes place in public), there’s a continuous sense of
presence or of the work itself. Meanwhile a somewhat coherent narrative
occurs, with you constantly slipping back, trying to remember what just
happened, trying to envision what’s being described. It’s very amorphous.
It’s very much like, you know Dante’s Inferno. I mean Ovid. People become
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animals and things like that. So that that ... so that amid these great transformations you can always grasp the nodes of time in which a story gets
told. For me at least there’s no coherent experience of taking in a story.
I simply take in parts. I don’t know why. My sense of the whole comes
through this altered hearing. I find that process encouraged in Antin’s and
in Notley’s work, and again it reminds me of the appeal of aphorisms: a
palpable construc … I don’t know if you saw but the lights just, the lights
went out in half the store.
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